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ABSTRACT 

The influence of the entrance channel on fission 
processes was studied by forming the same composite system by 

40 "*09 two different target-projectile combinations ( Ar + " Bi 
and Fe + Re, respectively). Compound nucleus fission and 
quasi fission were observed and the analysis was performed in 
the framework of the extra-extra-push model, which provides a 
qualitative interpretation of the results ; limits for the 
extra-extra-push threshold are given, but problems with quan
titative predictions for the extra-push are noted. 

* Permanent address : Hahn-Meitner Institut, D-1000 Berlin 39 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For the last few years various experimental and 
theoretical aspects of the deexcitation of aeavy systems have 
been discussed Cl-93. Through the study of the competition 
between compound nucleus fission, fast fission (or quasi 
fission) and deeply inelastic collisions (DIC), one of the 
main objectives is to get a better understanding of the 
dynamical properties of very dissipative collisions between 
heavy nuclei ; the evolution of the mass asymmetry degree of 
freedom, which reaches equilibrium in ordinary fission, 
provides the time scale displaying the regimes associated 
with the different dynamical trajectories involved in 
fusion-fission and DIC. 

Systematic experimental investigations have been 
widely performed CI,2,7-93 and the aim of the present work 
was to contribute to the general overview on mass equilibra
tion, by studying the deexcitation of Md nuclei formed with 
very different Z.Z-, products (1500-2000) in the entrance 
channel. The major role of electric forces which appears very 
clearly in the "effective fissility parameter" of Swiatecki's 
model [13 is then emphasized and can be investigated experi
mentally. 

We describe the experimental techniques in section 2, 
and section 3 is devoted to the presentation of experimental 
results. Then, based on the comparison between the two 
systems, we discuss the results in section 4. 



2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

Experiments were performed with 202 and 238 MeV Ar 
and 294, 307 and 32S MeV J,3Fe beams from the ALICE accéléra-

^09 137 tor at Orsay. Targets of " Bi and Re were used in order 
n49 to have very close composite or fused systems (" Md and 

Md) ; respective areal densities were 600 [ig/cm" and 450 
-> -> 

(jg/cm" deposited on aluminum backings 150 ug/cm" thick. The 
experimental set up, schematized in Fig. 1, was designed to 
study binary processes (coincident fission or DIC fragments 
and elastic products). One of the reaction products was 
detected by a time-of-flight (TOF) telescope (channel plates 
system + solid-state detector) which gave its mass and velo
city ; the flight path was about 1 meter. The low-resistivity 
surface barrier detector (70 urn x 600 mm") was thick enough 
to completely stop any detected heavy product ; pulse height 
defect was taken into account following the method of 

7 Kaufmann et al C103. The second fragment fired a 20 x 10 cm 
position-sensitive parallel-plate avalanche counter (PPAC) 
which gave its position, and the time-of-flight difference 
between both products. The PPAC detector entirely covered 
both the in-plane and the out-of-plane correlations. The data 
treatment was carried out event by event and the analysis was 
made on the basis of a two body kinematics C113. The estimate 
of the number of neutrons emitted by the primary products was 
based on the assumption that the excitation energy is shared 
between the two fragments in proportion to their masses. We 
could therefore get either the final or the primary mass 
distributions of the fragments. 
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Table I summarizes some characteristics of the studied 
.systems. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Mass distributions 

Fig. 2 illustrates how different are the final mass 
distributions obtained for the two systems after Icinematical 
selection of binary events. For Ar + Bi a clear subdivision 
into different components appears and one can easily separate 
the fission component, centered at a mass value close to half 
the fusion nucleus mass, from other mechanisms. Full widths 
at half maximum (FWHM), referring to the primary mass 
distributions, are listed in Table II. 

Conversely, for Fe + Re, the mass distribution 
observed is nearly flat in the mass region corresponding to 
fusion-fission products. Re can however notice a significant 
change in cross-sections for masses between projectile-like 
or target-liJte and symmetric splitting which depends on the 
proximity of the corresponding grazing angles. These observa
tions can be understood as the signature of an incomplete 
mass equilibration between binary products for the greatest 
part of violent collisions when 2.2, reaches about 2000. 

Considering these features, the quantitative results 
we shall present in this section on mass distributions of 
fission fragments, fusion-fission cross-sections and critical 
angular momenta for fusion ^ c r ) which may be deduced from 
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them, concern the Ar + Bi system for which a fusion-fission 

component can be unambiguously extracted. 

3.2. Fusion cross-sections and critical angular momentum 

Differential fission cross-sections were obtained by 

normalization to elastic scattering and the integrated cross-

sections were determined assuming for the fragments a 1/sin 6 

angular distribution in the center of mass. For such a heavy 

system fission cross-sections can be regarded as fusion 

cross-sections. The measured cross-sections and the corres

ponding critical angular momenta for fusion, £„r» deduced 

within a sharp cut-off approximation, are displayed, as a 

function of the bombarding energy, in Table II ; in addition 

to our data, we have inserted results from réf. C73 which 

have been obtained at complementary incident energy values. 

The energies indicated are calculated at mid-point of the 

target. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The large difference observed in the final mass 

distributions suggests that dissipative mechanisms do not 

compete in the same way for the two reactions. From fusion-

fission characteristics, which are well defined for the Ar + 

Bi system, we will try to derive what are the mechanisms 

involved in the Fe + Re reaction. 
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4.1. Fusion-fission characteristics 

a) Excitation function 

If we do not differentiate between compound nucleus 
and fast fission, Swiatecki's dynamical model is particularly 
suited to investigate the characteristics of capture (or 
fusion) cross-sections C33. This model uses the idea of 
passage over a conditional saddle point to predict the 
capture cross-sections (sum of compound nucleus and 
quasi-fission (fast fission)) ; deeply inelastic reactions 
correspond to reaction trajectories that do not traverse this 
conditional saddle point. Depending on ( z"' A )

eff and angular 
momenta involved, one eventually needs an "extra-push" energy 
in order to traverse the conditional saddle point. 

The Ar + Bi data, together with those on the neighbour 
systems Ar + Au and Ar + U [7,12-153 were used to determine 
the three parameters of the model, namely the effective-
fissility threshold over which an extra-push energy E is 
needed, (2".'A , f ) . h , the slope with which E increases, a, 
and the fraction of angular momentum remaining in orbital 
motion, f. With the set of parameters listed in Table III, 
the excitation functions of the three systems are correctly 
reproduced (Fig. 3). In particular the higher value of "a" 
together with the lower value of (Z"/Aa-fi., , as compared to 
the values quoted in ref. C7,93, are necessary to correctly 
reproduce the low energy part of the excitation functions (up 
to 20 MeV above the interaction barrier). 
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The value 01 f which is found corresponds co the 
sticking limit for these systems. 

b) Mass distributions 

The widths of the mass distributions listed in Table 
II for the Ar + Bi system, and those of Ref. Lll for the Ar + 
Au system are plotted in Fig. $ as a function of the measured 
critical angular momentum. It is now beyond doubt (see 
particularly the lowest point obtained in this work) that the 
width remains roughly constant up to SL values of about 50-65, 
and then increases very rapidly ; the change of slope happens 
in the vicinity of the angular momentum for which the fission 
barrier vanishes and was the first clue of the existence of 
the quasi-fission (or fast fission) phenomenon Cl-23. In the 
framework of Swiatecki's model, above this % value quasi-
fission becomes the dominant process because the unconditio
nal saddle point does not exist any more. 

One point to stress is the good determination of 
fission characteristics at low energy ! here a compound 
nucleus has been formed and it is well known that there is no 
memory of the entrance channel when the nucleus undergoes 
fission C23 ; therefore, whenever a Md compound nucleus is 
formed, one can expect to observe fission fragment mass 
distributions similar to those obtained in the Ar + Bi 
reaction at low incident energy. 

L 
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4.2. What happens in the Fe + Re reaction ? 

As was shown in Fig. 2, the mass distributions obtai
ned in the Fe + Re reaction do not show any clear fusion-
fission component, but rather a plateau between the two peaks 
from deeply inelastic collisions (target-like and projectile
like fragments) ; this is true at the three incident energies 
where measurements have been performed (Fig. 5). As compared 
to Fig. 2, all elastic and incompletely relaxed events have 
been removed on the projectile-like side (based on an energy 
criterion). Obviously the combined system formed in this case 
does not behave as the one formed with Ar + Bi. As the 
deep-inelastic remnants are clearly visible, the events of 
the plateau have to be attributed to capture reactions. The 
much larger width of the mass distribution as compared to the 
Ar + Bi system demonstrates qualitatively that quasi-fission 
is observed already at- the reaction threshold, and that there 
is not only compound nucleus formation, if any. This calls 
for the existence of an extra-extra push for this system. 

As far as the capture cross-section is concerned, 
since the fused system is very close to that formed with 
Ar + Bi, one could think of calculating it using the set of 
parameters listed in Table III. It turns out that in this 
case the extra push energy is as high as 32 MeV and the 
threshold for capture would be at E. . = 334 MeV, well above 
the highest energy used here. This means that, in the extra 
push model, a completely different set of parameters would be 
needed to fit Ar induced fusion reactions and the Fe + Re 
reaction. We arrive then at the same conclusion as other 
authors C93 : in the framework of the extra-push model, it 
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..'.-•sms impossible to get a single set of parameters to 
reproduce all capture data icnown up to now. 

It should be noted that the Fe + Re mass distributions 
are much wider even than the Ar + Bi ones with dominant 
quasi-fission. This stresses the role of coulomb forces which 
prevent the deep interpénétration of the two incident nuclei 
in the case of Fe + Re. Therefore all dynamical trajectories 
have their turning point around the conditional saddle point, 
and for quasi-fission reactions the mass asymmetry is barely 
more equilibrated than in deeply inelastic reactions. 

*.3. The threshold for non-compound capture (quasi-fission) 

The results obtained for the two systems can be used 
to improve the precision for the threshold or thresholds 
governing the functional behaviour of the extra-extra-push. 
For Ar + Bi it was shown that fission in entirely compound 
nucleus fission up to an incident energy of 209 MeV (S. 

cr 
*9). In other words, capture here automatically leads to 
complete fusion, and no energy in excess of the extra-push is 
needed to enter into the compound nucleus. For Fe + Re, on 
the other hand, quasi-fission is observed at the reaction 
threshold. Here, one can try to be more quantitative. For 
instance we can determine the highest acceptable cross 
section for compound nucleus formation at the lower incident 
energy studied. This was achieved with the help of a Monte-
Carlo simulation, where Md fission characteristics have been 
identified to those indicated in section 4.1.b ; a 1/sin 8 
angular distribution was assumed. The results of the simula
tion are indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 5, and the 
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estimated maximum compound nucleus cross-section is 33 mb, 
which corresponds to a maximum partial wave of 22. 

It vas shown that the extra-extra push energy could be 
scaled versus a mean fissility parameter , x , which takes 
into account both the entrance channel effective fissility 
x and the compound system fissility x. From a research of 
scaling for extra-extra push energies, Blocki et al ..183 
orooosed for x the expression m r 

x(0) = 4 x = + £ x . m J e 3 

Here x is calculated for the entrance channel mass asymmetry 
but (differing from the value quoted in Table 1) after N/2 
equilibration which is known to be already achieved in deep 
inelastic collisions. 

The angular momentum dependence of x is approximated 
by 

x mu> = x m:o; + (f T^->" •' ( : •'&>„,.,•.. , m m % , crit ch 

where i, . is the characteristic angular momentum of the 
system C53, f the fraction which remains in orbital angular 
momentum and < Z 2 / A ) c r i t = 50.883 CI - 1.7826 (1 - 2Z/h)22-. 

The results presented in this paper lead to give a 
threshold fissility bracket for the appearance of non-
compound capture or quasi-fission. The minimum will be x (49) 
from Ar + Bi (still unhindered compound nucleus formation), 
and the maximum x (22) for Fe + Re (upper bound of compound 
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nucleus formation in this system). The limiting values so 
found are 0.796 and 0.821, and the threshold interval so 
defined is represented by the hatched area in Fig. 6. The 
theoretical extra-extra push energies have been calculated in 
ref. C173 for different systems. We have indicated on Fig. 6 
the curve obtained by taking into account only those systems 
^ith target masses 130 and 200, and projectile masses between 
37 and 60, which are the closest to the systems studied here. 
This calculation would locate the extra-extra push threshold 
at x -\> 0.76, a value visibly below the range just determined 
for the quasi-fission threshold. This is not surprising 
because one has to recall that, according to the concept 
adopted by Blocki et al C17], the extra-extra-push does 
comprise the extra-push and is already different from zero 
whenever the latter differs from zero. For the extra-push we 
derived in sect. 4.1., by analysing the measured Ar capture 
cross sections, a threshold at x = 0.64. This value may be, 
for approximately equal compound systems and hence equal x, 
translated into an extra-push threshold in the x scale at 

m 
0.76, in remarkable agreement with the theoretical curve 
shown in Fig. c . The interpretation directly implied is that 
from this threshold on up to at least x =0.30 the extra-

m 
extra-push E is made up entirely by the extra-push E , and 
that only somewhere between x =0.80 and 0.82 the extra-

m 
extra-push starts to exceed the extra-push. (It is the diffe
rence E x x - E x that raises the system from the conditional 
saddle over the unconditional saddle). 

Though qualitatively appealing, the interpretation 
remains unsai!. '.factory on the quantitative level, since th*3 
non-scaling properties of the extra-push (cf. sect. -4.2.) 
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persist. This is emphasised by the fact that, according to 
the model calculation C173 shown in Fig. 6, the system Ar + 
Bi at x = 0.738 should have an extra-push E„ = E = 40 MeV, m x xx 
while the analysis of the measurements (sect. 4.1.) implies 
and extra-push in the MeV order only. 

5. Conclusion 

Forming Md fusion nuclei by two different ways, we 
have confirmed the strong influence of the entrance channel 
asymmetry on the fusion process. For the asymmetric system, 
Ar + Bi, it was shown that fusion could be assimilated to 
compound nucleus formation, as long as the fission barrier 
has not vanished. Conversely for the more symmetric system Fe 
i- Re, the shape of fission fragment mass distributions at the 
reaction threshold calls for the occurence of quasi-fission. 
The results are qualitatively interpreted in terms of the 
extra-extra-push model. The comparison of the results on the 
two systems allows one to locate the threshold where the 
extra-extra-push starts to exceed the extra-push at a mean 
fissility between 0.80 and 0.82. As far as quantitative pre
dictions are concerned, the present results are at variance 
with the model, which fails in particular to describe the 
capture cross sections with a single parameter set. 

We thank C. Cabot for help during the experiment. 
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FIGUEE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 : Experimental set up. 

Figure 2 : Examples of mass distributions. For Ar + Di the 
mass scale refers to the primary masses, while it 
is the measured mass for Fe + Re. 

Figure 3 : Fusion-fission excitation functions for three Ar 
induced reactions. The experimental points are 
from this work and réf. C7,13-163 ; the lines are 
the results of calculations with the set of 
parameters of Table III. 

Figure 4 : FWHM of fission fragment mass distributions versus 
the measured critical angular momentum (diamonds 
and squares are for Ar + Bi, this work and ref. 
C73, crosses for Ar + Au ref. C73). The arrows 
indicate the I values for which fission barriers 
vanish C17]. 

Figure 5 : Mass distributions measured for Fe + Re at diffe
rent energies. Mass scale refers to measured 
masses. For small masses, events froiu elastic and 
incompletely relaxed collisions have been removed. 
The dashed lines in (c) are the result of the 
Monte Carlo simulation for compound nucleus 
fission. 

Figure 6 : Calculated values of extra-extra-push energies 
C183. The hatched area indicates the x range 
where^according to the experimental determination 
in this work, the extra-extra-push starts to exceed 
the extra-push (see text). 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Table I : Characteristics of the experiments. 

40 209 

Table II : Experimental results for Ar + Bi : cross-

sections, 1. . , critical angular momenta, -̂>-' 

widths (FWHM) of mass distributions. 

Table III: Parameter set for cross-section calculations in 

the framework of Swiatecki's extra-push model C33. 
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1 

Ar + Bi 

E, , E /E„* Lab arazina angle Detection (Z"/A) ,, 
lab cm B - ' eii 
(MeV) degree angle 

Froj. Target (degree) 

199 ± 3 0.99 121 25 95 

235 i 4 1.17 75 48 70 31.48 

95 

289 t 4 1.02 121 23 45 

75 

Fe + Re 302 ± 4 1.07 98 33 45 37.35 

322 ± 4 1.14 81 41 45 

75 

*E B was calculated using the proximity potential C123. 

TABLE I 
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lab. cietec- CM. angle a, . 1 Mass distribu
tion angle (symmetric tion FWHM 

(MeV) (MeV) fission) (mb) (h) (u) 

199 167 95° 118.7° 92 ± 10 27 t 2 59 ± 2 

209(*1 175 40° 56° 260 ± 50 49 ± 5 58 i 2 

135 197 70° 
95° 

34.4° 
120.9° 

694 ± 70 83 t 5 72 î 2 
78 ± 4 

248(*) 208 45° 64° 720 ± 70 88 ± 4 73 ± 3 

* from ref. C73 

TABLE II 

Ar + X reactions 

" / Aeff th a f 

30.4 ± 2 12.4 ± 2 0.48 + 0.15 0.64 ± 0.04 

TABLE III 
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